Introduction
O steoporosis is a systemic skeletal disease characterized by low bone mineral density (BMD) and micro-architectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to bone fragility and increased fracture risk [1] [2] [3] [4] . For the time being, DEXA is considered as a gold standard to measure BMD and osteoporosis [5] [6] [7] [8] . Nonetheless, it is not widely available and is an expensive technique, so a less expensive alternative should be agreed upon to assess the skeletal status [5, 9, 10] . Because the panoramic radiography is an exam more common and affordable than Original ABSTRACT Background: Osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disease characterized by low bone mineral density (BMD) and micro-architectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to bone fragility and increased fracture risk. Since Panoramic image is a feasible and relatively routine imaging technique in dentistry; it could provide an opportunistic chance for screening osteoporosis. In this regard, numerous panoramic derived indices have been developed and suggested for osteoporosis screening. Jaw trabecular pattern is one of the main bone strength factors and trabecular bone pattern assessment is important factor in bone quality analysis. Texture analysis applied to trabecular bone images offers an ability to exploit the information present on conventional radiographs.
DEXA, and that it shows the entire maxillofacial region on a single film without requiring additional radiation exposure to the patient, its application in the early detection of low bone mass would bring a significant benefit of early treatment to those afflicted with osteoporosis [11, 12, 7, [13] [14] [15] . Horner et al. [8] concluded that mandibular BMD significantly correlated with bone density on other sites. In [16] , Hidebolt claimed that dental x-ray is a highly effective method for distinguishing patients with osteoporosis from a patient with normal bone density.
Researchers have developed a number of panoramic radiomorphmetric indices, image processing and analyzing techniques for the quantification of mandibular bone mass and trabecular architecture to discriminate osteoporotic patients from non-osteoporotic ones [14] . These indices include cortical index (CI), mandibular cortical width (MCW), panoramic index (PMI) and alveolar crest resorption ratio (M\M Ratio). Several studies have been carried out in this regard, some of which have reported a positive relationship between mandibular radio morphometric indices and BMD [8, 9] . On the other hand, some other studies have not reported any relationship between these indices and BMD [17, 18] . Among these indices, MCI is relatively simple because no measurements or calculations are required but it depends on visual assessments, its repeatability has been evaluated especially interobserver agreement is reported to be poor in some studies [19] . However, some researchers have reported a satisfactory level of inter-and intra-observer agreements [20, 21, 9] .
In order to reduce the subjectivity of observers, and according to the fact that BMD is not the only one contributing to bone strength, analyzing trabecular architecture is noticed to discriminate healthy and osteoporotic patients [5, 14] .
Assessment of trabecular bone pattern is an important factor in the analysis of mandibular bone quality. Texture analysis applied to trabecular bone images offers the ability to exploit the information present on conventional radiographs [22] [23] [24] .
There are many algorithms to extract the feature of trabecular pattern, most of which on proximal femur such as Gabor filter and wavelet transform [25] and fractal models [11, 17] . Among them, fractal model and image intensity distribution analysis were performed on mandibular trabeculae by Matheus et al. [11] ; they noticed that these two algorithms have a strong positive correlation with the detection of osteoporotic changes in some regions of jaws [11] . According to the results, these methods provide high computational complexity among low detection rate.
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) is a non-parametric operator, which describes the local spatial structure and local contrast of an image. For the first time, it was described for graylevel images by Ojala et al. [26] . Until now, LBP has been used for pattern feature extraction in many image processing applications such as defect detection, image retrieval, tumor detection, object tracing, etc. In this paper, we proposed an approach to describe trabecular pattern using modified local binary pattern (MLBP). Trabecular bone analysis with LBP for osteoporosis diagnosis has been performed previously on HIP bone, and until now there is no LBP research on panoramic radiography for detecting osteoporosis patients. Our results show that osteoporosis can be detected using MLBP with high accuracy. Low computational complexity and rotation-invariant are some other advantages of our proposed approach.
Materials and Methods
To evaluate the performance of our framework, we carried out experiments on a handcaptured dataset, which consists of 138 images of 2400 × 1200. The dataset includes two image categories, normal and patient. The normal category consists of 69 jaw panoramic radiography images of 69 different individuals who were without osteoporosis. The pa-www.jbpe.org LBP in osteoporosis diagnosis tient category includes 69 jaw panoramic radiography images of 69 different osteoporotic persons. BMD indices were taken in Shiraz Namazi Hospital and panoramic images were captured in Khojastepour DMFR Center.
Paper Organization
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, basic schemas of local binary patterns are discussed, which extract texture features of the input image. Then, modified version of LBP is described to achieve better performance. In section 3, our approach is proposed to analyze jaw panoramic radiography image, and describe trabecular pattern. Section 4 presents the experimental results on osteoporosis detection problem. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
Local Binary Patterns
LBP is an analysis operator which describes the local contrast and local spatial structure of an image. In order to evaluate LBP, at a given pixel position (x c ,y c ), LBP is described as an ordered set of binary comparisons of pixel intensities between the center pixel and its neighbors. Neighborhoods could be assumed circular because of achieving the rotation invariant. LBP is defined as follows:
Where:
f c corresponds to the gray value of the center pixel, and f k to the gray values of the neighbors. P shows the number of neighbors. Figure 1 shows the process of calculation of LBP code. The LBP P, R operator produces (2 P ) different output values, corresponding to the 2 P different binary patterns that can be formed.
When the image is rotated, gray values f p will correspondingly move along the perimeter of the circle around g c . To remove rotation effect, a unique identifier to each LBP should be assigned as follows:
Where ROR (x, i) performs a circular bitwise right shift on the P-bit number x, i times.
Modified Local Binary Patterns (MLBP)
Basic LBP has some disadvantages such as low discrimination and high computational complexity. To solve these problems, Ojala et al. [26] defined a uniformity measure "U", which corresponds to the number of spatial transitions (bitwise 0/1 changes) in the output pattern. It is shown in Eq. (4). For example, pattern 01001100 has U value of 4, while 11000001 has U value of 2.
Patterns with uniformity amount less than U T are categorized as uniform patterns. The patterns with uniformity more than U T are classified as non-uniforms. Finally, LBP P,R riuT is computed using Eq. (5).
Applying LBP P,R riuT will assign a label from 0 to P to uniform patterns and label P+1 to nonuniform patterns. In using LBP P,R riuT just one label (P+1) is assigned to all of the non-uniform patterns. To achieve discriminative features, U T should be optimized so that uniform labels cover majority patterns in the image. Experimental results in [27, 28] show that if U T is selected equal to (P/4), only a negligible portion of the patterns in the texture takes label P+1. LBP P,R riuT quantifies the occurrence statistics of individual rotation invariant patterns corresponding to certain micro-features in the image; hence, the patterns can be considered as feature detectors. For example, Figure 2 illustrates 36 unique rotation invariant local binary patterns which can occur in the case of P=8 and R=1. As it is shown in Figure 2 , for instance, pattern #0 detects bright spots, #8 dark spots, flat areas, #4 edges, etc.
Proposed Approach
As it was described in introduction, the main aim of this paper is to propose an accurate approach for osteoporosis detection using panoramic radiography image analysis. A panoramic radiograph is a panoramic scanning dental X-ray of the upper and lower jaws. It shows a two-dimensional view of a half-circle from ear to ear. Panoramic radiography is a form of tomography, thus, images of multiple planes are taken to make up a composite panoramic image, where maxilla and mandible are in the focal trough and the structures that are superficial and deep to the trough are blurred. An example of panoramic radiography is shown in Figure 3 .
The texture of trabecular patterns in osteoporosis patients is different from non-osteoporosis patients. In this respect, MLBP can be used to define the texture of trabecular pattern. In this respect, first, MLBP should be applied to panoramic radiography image. Then, a feature vector can be computed as follows to describe its trabecular structure. 
Feature Vector Extraction
As it was described, a label is assigned to each neighborhood. Regarding Eq. (5), for every image a feature vector D can be extracted which have P+2 dimensions as follows:
N k shows a total number of neighbors labeled as K. Moreover, N and M are the sizes of the input image where d k is the occurrence probability of label k in whole. To obtain d k , first LBP P,R riuT should be applied on the whole image and the labels are assigned to neighbors. Then, the occurrence probability of each label in the image is regarded as one of the dimensions of the feature vector.
Results
As it is described in section 2.1, MLBP P,R is a multi-resolution operator which can be www.jbpe.org LBP in osteoporosis diagnosis evaluated using different radius sizes (R) and a number of neighbors (P). In this respect, we evaluated our experiment using MLBP P,R with different radius R=1, 2 and 3. In order to compute the classification accuracy, some efficient classifiers are evaluated based on a 10-fold algorithm as validation such as KNN, Naïve Bayes, J48 tree and voted perceptron. Finally, KNN with K=1 and K=3, provided maximum accuracy about 99.65 % using MLBP 8, 1 . The results are shown in Table 1 Our osteoporosis diagnosis system was implemented on a personal computer with Core 2Duo CPU with two 2.10 GHz cores and 4.00GB RAM using MATLAB version R2010-B.
Comparison with the State-of-theart
To compare the effectiveness of our proposed approach, some state-of-the-art methods in this literature are surveyed as follows. In [29] , Zhi et al. proposed an approach for osteoporosis diagnosis using micro-CT images which consisted of two steps. First, the input micro-CT image is binarized using the basic version of local binary patterns. Next, fractal models and wavelet coefficients are used to extract discriminative features. Reported experimental results in [29] are shown in Table 2 . As it is shown in Table 2 , the proposed approach provides higher classification accuracy.
In [4] , Taguchi et al. proposed an approach for osteoporosis using radiograph jaw images. In [4] , two observations are captured from candidates, and then these are compared based on the weighted kappa statistic. In addition, a stepwise multiple regression analysis is evaluated. Reported results of [4] are shown in Table 2 .
Computational Complexity
In order to compute complexity, one of the efficient methods is computing a total number of required texture analysis operations [27, 28] . In our proposed approach, the total number of required operations, which are applied to each test image, are related to the size of image and size of MLBP. If image sample size is considered as W×W, the total number of MLBP P,R operations that are applied to each sample are equal to (W-2R) × (W-2R). Where, R shows the radius of MLBP P,R . The total number of required operations for applying MLBP P,R with different R and P in a sample dataset image in size of 2400×1200 are shown in Table 2 . Another way to evaluate computational complexity is computing a total number of extracted feature dimensions. The total number of extracted feature dimensions, which is computed 
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship between BMD, Jaw trabecular pattern (as one of the main bone strength factors) with image texture analyzing using local binary pattern and osteoporosis in panoramic radiography image. Osteoporosis and fractures are more difficult and costly to treat than to prevent. Therefore, several health care interventions have been proposed to identify those people. MCW, M/M ratio, PMI, CI, the number of teeth present and FD are the parameters assessed in various studies for detecting their efficacy in screening osteoporosis. We proposed an approach which consists of two steps. First, jaw panoramic radiography image is analyzed using MLBP and a feature vector is extracted. Then, classification is done using a little train set. Results show that proposed approach provides high classification accuracy about 99.65 using 1NN. According to the results, the computational complexity of the proposed method is much lower than previous image analysis methods. Also, the proposed approach is an automatic algorithm which saves more cost in comparison with laboratory approaches.
Rotation invariant, low computational complexity and multi-resolution are some other advantages of our proposed approach. for each test image, are related just to the size of MLBP P,R . The size of extracted feature vectors based on different MLBP P,R operations is shown in Table 3 . 
